
Supplementary Material for:
“Hybrid Neural Rendering for Large-Scale Scenes with Motion Blur”

1. Overview

This document begins by presenting additional imple-
mentation details on network structures, the process of gen-
erating synthetic data, and content-aware blur detection in
Section 2. We then investigate model capacity in Section 3
before conducting additional experiments and presenting
more results on challenging scenarios and diverse datasets
in Section 4.

2. More Implementation Details

Network Architectures Our network consists of three ma-
jor components. 1) The image feature extractor (G). It
extracts multi-scale image features using 3 × 3 kernels.
We double the intermediate channels when down-sampling
with a stride of 2. Totally, it has six layers with intermediate
channels of {6, 6, 12, 12, 24, 24}. 2) MLPs in the feature
aggregation. In Figure 3 of the main paper, the blue MLP
consist of three layers with intermediate channels of {128,
128, 128}, the green MLP has four layers with intermedi-
ate channels of {64, 64, 64, 1}, and the yellow MLP has
three layers with intermediate channels of {45, 45, 45}. 3)
MLPs for color and volume density prediction. In Figure 2
of the main paper, the purple MLP used to predict volume
density has five layers with intermediate channels of {256,
256, 256, 256, 1}. Additionally, the black MLP that gener-
ates color from the hybrid feature has one layer with three
output channels.

Synthetic Data The 480 × 640 RGB-D image sequences
synthesized from Habitat-sim [5, 8, 9] are sharp. Follow-
ing the train and test splits on ScanNet, we divide the entire
dataset into training sets (every 5th image) and testing sets.
We then simulate motion blurs [3] on the training sets (RGB
images) to obtain blurry training images. Specifically, each
image has a probability of 0.75 of being blurred using a
motion blur simulator [3]. The simulator has two hyper-
parameters: size and intensity, which control the proper-
ties of the motion blur. The size parameter k controls the
moving distance, and is uniformly sampled from the range
k ∈ (3, 16). The intensity parameter ϕ determines the level
of shake in the moving direction. As we assume that the

camera moves in one direction at a given moment while
capturing high frame rate videos, we randomly choose a
small intensity value of ϕ ∈ (0, 0.1). Note that our model
is trained using randomly sampled small patches, and there-
fore, this blur simulation process is equivalent to operating
on small patches.

Content-Aware Blur Detection To calculate the blurriness
score, we use a method called “variation of the Lapla-
cian” [7]. First, we apply a blur kernel (i.e., mean filter
in our paper) to the original RGB image I to reduce the
influence of noise. Then, we use the Laplacian operator
to extract the high-frequency components Ĥ from the de-
noised image Î . Finally, we obtain the blurriness score by
computing the variation of all high-frequency components
S = var(Ĥ).

To prevent the inaccurate blurriness score of one frame
from affecting the subsequent frames, we implement our
content-aware detection (Sec. 3.2 in the main paper) using a
sliding window scheme in practice. Specifically, the sliding
window incorporates 10 frames (i.e., N = 10) to calculate
quality-aware weights ωb

i , and moves in steps of 5 on the
time axis. If a frame is covered multiple times by the slid-
ing window, the final quality-aware weight is the average of
all weights belonging to that frame. In this paper, we use
consecutive frames since videos are provided. Similarly,
neighboring frames can also be used to compute overlap-
ping regions in place of consecutive frames.

3. Model Capacity

To further confirm that the improvements of our method,
which builds upon Point-NeRF, are not dependent on larger
model capacities, we conducted two experiments on Point-
NeRF: 1) Gradually increasing the number of points from
4.2 million to 7.4 million, and 2) Increasing the channels
of each point descriptor from 32 to 63. Results in Table 1
indicate that naively increasing the capacity of Point-Nerf
does not improve performance. Moreover, the total num-
ber of parameters optimized in Point-NeRF with 7.4 million
points (model size: 1.2 GB) already exceeds that of our hy-
brid model with 4.2 million points (model size: 682 MB,
PSNR: 31.25).
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Number of points 4.2M 5.3M 6.3M 7.4M 4.2M
Number of channels 32 32 32 32 63
Point-NeRF (PSNR) 30.54 30.56 30.55 30.50 30.58

Table 1. Results on “Scene241 01” while increasing the number
of point descriptors and channels of each descriptor. Naively in-
creasing the capacity of Point-NeRF cannot boost performance.
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Figure 1. The trend of PSNR across different training iterations is
shown for the case of sparse points and noisy points. When using
image features (i.e., hybrid neural rendering), the performance is
better than the neural-3D-feature-only design (i.e., Point-NeRF).

4. More Experiments
Sparse and Noisy Points We conduct experiments on chal-
lenging situations using sparse (0.6M points) and noisy (add
gaussian noise N (0, 0.05)) points on ’VangoRoom’ (to val-
idate the effectiveness of image features, all blur-related de-
signs are disabled, and images used for training and test-
ing are blur-free). As shown in Fig. 1, using image fea-
tures converges faster and achieves better performance than
Point-NeRF, which only utilizes neural 3D features.

ARKITScenes Dataset We present results on the ARK-
ITScenes dataset (“Scene 40776204”) [2]. Fig. 2 demon-
strates the effectiveness of our hybrid rendering and blur-
handling designs, where all components contributing to the
sharpness of rendered images (note the bird). Quantita-
tive results in Table 2 indicate that our method outperforms
Point-NeRF on all three metrics.
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Figure 2. Qualitative results on the ARKITScenes dataset. Each
component of our proposed method contributes to the sharpness of
rendered images.

NeRF Synthetic Dataset We provide results on the NeRF
synthetic dataset (“Chair”) [6], which only provides posed
RGB images without depth information. When trained for
66 minutes, our method leveraging image-based features
produces results with more high-frequency details, as dis-

“Scene 40776204” PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
Point-NeRF 31.02 0.947 0.212

Ours(H) 32.55 0.961 0.127
Ours(Full) 31.97 0.957 0.135

Table 2. Quantitative results on the ARKITScenes dataset.

played in Fig. 3. This observation is also corroborated by
quantitative results presented in Table 3.

ScanNet Dataset In Fig. 4, we show more qualitative re-
sults and compare them with Point-NeRF to demonstrate
the superiority of our approach. We observed that the out-
puts of Point-NeRF suffer from blurry outputs and noisy
edges, while “Ours (H)” contains more details and smoother
appearance, evident in the toy plane in the third row and
characters on the posters in the last two rows. Moreover,
the image sharpness is further improved while applying our
designs to handle blur artifacts.

Video Results In the video results, we compare our ap-
proach with other baselines, including NeRF [6], IBR-
Net [10], NPBG [1], Point-NeRF [11] and Deblur-
NeRF [4], to demonstrate the superiority of our approach
in terms of quality and consistency. Moreover, we also val-
idate the effectiveness of our designs, including hybrid ren-
dering, handling blurriness, random drop, and neural 3D
features.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results on the NeRF synthetic data. Leverag-
ing image features assists in high-frequency details generation.

“Chair” PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
Point-NeRF40k (67 mins) 33.80 0.986 0.017

Ours (H)20k (66 mins) 34.40 0.988 0.016
Point-NeRF200k 35.70 0.992 0.010

Ours (H)200k 36.23 0.993 0.009

Table 3. Quantitative results on the NeRF synthetic dataset. Our
method outperforms Point-NeRF in both scenarios where training
is performed for the same amount of time and the same number of
iterations.
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Figure 4. More results compared to Point-NeRF.
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